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Abstract

Psycholinguistic research on children’s early language environments has revealed

many potential challenges for language acquisition. One is that in many cases, ref-

erents of linguistic expressions are hard to identify without prior knowledge of the

language. Likewise, the speech signal itself varies substantially in clarity,with somepro-

ductions being very clear, and others being phonetically reduced, even to the point of

uninterpretability. In this study,we sought tobetter characterize the language-learning

environment of American English-learning toddlers by testing how well phonetic clar-

ity and referential clarity align in infant-directed speech. Using an existing Human

Simulation Paradigm (HSP) corpus with referential transparency measurements and

adding new measures of phonetic clarity, we found that the phonetic clarity of words’

first mentions significantly predicted referential clarity (how easy it was to guess the

intended referent from visual information alone) at that moment. Thus, when parents’

speech was especially clear, the referential semantics were also clearer. This suggests

that young children could use the phonetics of speech to identify globally valuable

instances that support better referential hypotheses, by homing in on clearer instances

and filtering out less-clear ones. Suchmultimodal “gems” offer special opportunities for

early word learning.
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Research Highlights

∙ In parent-infant interaction, parents’ referential intentions are sometimes clear

and sometimes unclear; likewise, parents’ pronunciation is sometimes clear and

sometimes quite difficult to understand.

∙ We find that clearer referential instances go along with clearer phonetic instances,

more so than expected by chance.

∙ Thus, there are globally valuable instances (“gems”) fromwhich children could learn

about words’ pronunciations andwords’ meanings at the same time.

∙ Homing in on clear phonetic instances and filtering out less-clear ones would help

children identify thesemultimodal “gems” during word learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To infants, much of the language they hear starts out as a mystery. At

first, infants know nothing about the words that speech contains, or

which ideas those words represent. Even the notion that speech refers

to things in the world may be a discovery; infants may begin by think-

ing of speech primarily as an affective signal (Fernald, 1989; though see

Ferry et al., 2010). Similarly, infants must discover that utterances are

made up of smaller units—words—that are reused by speakers and that

convey a similar concept each time. Somehow, given enough experi-

ence with language, children eventually solve some of thesemysteries;

and even in the first year, they learn the spoken form and the mean-

ing of a variety of words (e.g., Bergelson & Swingley, 2012; Hallé &

Boysson-Bardies, 1994; Jusczyk &Aslin, 1995; Swingley, 2005).

To understand how children succeed at this task, we must try to

characterize what language is like from the child’s perspective. How

much information and what kind of information exists in the input to

the language-learningprocess?Byanalyzing corporaof parents’ speech

to children, researchers have identifiedmany potential challenges pre-

sentedby the linguistic environment (e.g., Bergelsonet al., 2019;Cristia

&Seidl, 2014;Höhle et al., 2004). In particular, childrenhave to contend

with rampant ambiguity both in the phonetic forms with which words

are realized, and in the referential intentions of the speaker.

The phonetic clarity and referential clarity of speech are highly

variable. Sometimes the spoken signal is an inscrutable muddle, and

sometimes the speaker’s intentions are murky. But not always. On

occasion, the spoken signal is particularly clear, and in some cases

the reference relatively transparent. In the present work, we consider

these instances, and ask: do the clearer phonetic realizations and the

clearer referential contexts tend to go together, in single, multimodally

transparent conversational events? Or are these dually helpful events

nomore common than would be expected by chance? If such instances

represent especially informative and important learning events, it is

useful to know how frequently they occur.

Considering referential ambiguity: without any prior constraints,

there aremany possible referents ormeanings that childrenmight con-

sider upon hearing an unknown word. For example, the word might

refer to an object, a property or part of an object, an event, an abstract

notionwith no sensory correlate, or a combination of these (e.g., Quine,

1960). Ifweassume that aword refers to something concrete, the same

scene can still invite multiple perspectives or contain many copresent

objects or actions, which may or may not even include the intended

referent. Clearly, correctly identifying referents requires some conver-

gence between the child and the parent, and this seems easier in some

cases than in others (Gleitman et al., 2005).

To assess the referential clarity of speech to a learner with fairly

sophisticated concepts but without access to much linguistic informa-

tion (their viewof the child in the early stages ofword learning),Gillette

et al. (1999) developed the Human Simulation Paradigm (HSP). In the

HSP, adult participants watch videos of parents talking to their tod-

dlers. For the participants, the sound is turned off, except for a beep

or nonsense word signaling the onset of a particular target word in

the parent’s speech. Then, participants are asked to guess themeaning

of the word that parents said at that moment, using visual observa-

tion alone, like a young child who lacks access to additional linguistic

cues. Studies using this method, and related analyses of children’s lan-

guage environments, show that in at least some cases, the nature of

parent-child interaction can help to constrain the set of solutions to

this problem. For example, the referent of an object-labeling event is

frequently the dominant object in the child’s visual field (Pereira et al.,

2014). In other cases, though, the referential ambiguity seems pro-

found (e.g., Cartmill et al., 2013; Trueswell et al., 2016). The present

study does not try to evaluate which of these scenarios predomi-

nates in the experience of language learners. Instead, we introduce the

question of whether referential clarity is related to phonetic clarity.

When adults listen to speech, we leverage our knowledge of the

surrounding linguistic context to help identify individual words. This

allows us to contend with widespread variability in how words can be

pronounced, even by a single speaker. Studies of phonetic assimilation

(e.g., Buckler et al., 2018; Dilley et al., 2014) and reduction processes

(e.g., Lahey & Ernestus, 2014; Shockey & Bond, 1980) reveal that such

variability is prevalent in speech to children too. As a result, when the

linguistic context is removed, mirroring the infant’s lack of knowledge,

individual words of infant-directed speech are frequently unintelligi-

ble to adult listeners, perhaps even more so than isolated words of

adult-directed speech are (Bard&Anderson, 1983). Yet, like referential

clarity, the phonetic clarity of infant-directed speech is variable. While

there are many uninterpretable pronunciations, there are also some

instanceswith little coarticulation or reduction, where the segments of

the word are distinctly realized (Cychosz et al., 2021).

In the present study, our goal was to investigate how much the

phonetically clear cases and the referentially clear cases coincide in

infant-directed speech. To do this, we used an existing audiovisual

corpus of parents talking to their toddlers, and testedwhether the pho-

netic clarity with which a given word was produced (judged by adult

listeners) predicted the referential clarity at that moment (assessed

using HSP). If phonetic clarity predicts referential clarity, it would sug-

gest that from the child’s perspective, early word learning involves

homing inonglobally valuable instances,word-learning gems in a slurry

of phonetic and referential ambiguity. If, on the other hand, referential

clarity is independent of phonetic clarity in the input, it would imply

that children must integrate phonetically clear tokens with separate

referentially clear instances that exhibit less phonetic clarity. Thus,

answering this question serves todirect theories ofword learningmore

generally.

Building on previouswork investigating repetition effects (e.g., Bard

et al., 2000; Fowler & Housum, 1987; Lam & Watson, 2010; Pate &

Goldwater, 2011), we also explored how the phonetic clarity of a word

variedover adiscourse andwhether thiswas related to referential clar-

ity. Finally, we analyzed the acoustics of the words in our dataset to

better understand the lower level properties underlying our measures

of phonetic clarity.

Our focus here is on how the word-form:referent pairs could be

learned for children’s earliest words. Language learning as a whole
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is of course more complex than this mapping problem. Thus, even if

word-learning gems exist for certain concrete words, this is not to

say that these same moments are equally useful for learning about

other aspects of the language (e.g., question formation, negation, sen-

tence structure). Instead, word-learning gems, as we use the term, are

moments that elucidate the phonetic form and the referent/meaning

of a particularword simultaneously, which could be helpful in the initial

stages of language learning.

2 METHODS

2.1 Corpus

We used an existing corpus of 560 forty-second video clips

(“vignettes”) of parents speaking to their 14- or 18-month-old in

the home (Cartmill et al., 2013). The vignettes came from 56 families

(10 vignettes each) of typically developing, monolingual English-

learning children, who were recorded as part of a larger longitudinal

study of language development (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014). Cartmill

et al. (2013) extracted the vignettes from longer recordings such that

each vignette represented a randomly selected instance of one of the

10 most common concrete nouns produced by that parent. Thus, the

contexts in the vignettes varied and were not limited to object play or

moments when the target word’s referent was present.

Each vignette in the corpus also had an associated measure of

referential clarity collected using the HSP (introduced above). This

measure, HSP accuracy, ranges from 0 to 1 and reflects the proportion

of English-speaking adults who correctly guessed parents’ referential

intention (the target word) after watching the muted video, with one

ormore beeps indicating the onset(s) of the target word in the parent’s

speech.

Following our preregistration, we analyzed a subset of these

vignettes from 27 unique families and 10 unique target words (ball,

bear, book, dog, eye, hair, hand, kiss, nose, and shoe). The original

dataset included vignettes from 56 families, but because the vignettes

were selected from instances of that family’s top 10 concrete nouns,

not all of the families contributed data for the same words. Indeed,

some words had very little data (just one or two families). In addi-

tion, high-informative vignettes (HSP accuracy ≥0.5) were rare across

the corpus (only 12.5% of vignettes). In deciding which audio to tran-

scribe and segment, we endeavored to create amore balanced dataset,

with ahigher proportionof high-informative vignettes. In particular,we

selected families and words for our analysis such that each included

family and each included word had at least two “high-informative”

vignettes. In addition, each includedwordwas required to have at least

one vignette from each level of informativity—“low-informative” (HSP

accuracy ≤0.1), “medium-informative” (HSP accuracy between 0.1 and

0.5), and “high-informative” (HSP accuracy ≥0.5). Of the 177 vignettes

that met these initial criteria, seven were excluded because the speech

was completely unintelligible to trained coders, and twowere excluded

because of idiomatic usage (e.g., “keep an eye on this”), leaving us with

168 vignettes in total.

2.2 Measures of phonetic clarity

In order to collect new measures of phonetic clarity for the target

words, we first separated the original audio (i.e., parents’ speech, not

beeps) from the videos. From these audio files, trained coders isolated

each instance of the target word in each file using Praat (Boersma

& Weenink, 2022). As in previous studies using this corpus, morpho-

logical variants such as “dogs” or “doggy” for “dog” were counted as

instances of the target word. These isolated words composed the

sample of words to be evaluated.

We presented the words to adult English speakers, and asked them

to judge the clarity of the speech on a scale from 1 to 5, and to tran-

scribe the word they thought was said. The presentation order was

quasi-randomized to vary across listeners while ensuring that no lis-

tener ever heard the same target word on two consecutive trials.

Before starting the task, listeners were explicitly instructed to make

their judgments based only on the clarity of the speech rather than

on properties of the recording such as background noise. This was

intended to ensure that listeners distinguished phonetic clarity, a prop-

erty of the speaker’s articulation of theword, from recording quality, or

the presence of nuisance features like low volume, background noise,

or noisy single events such as door-closings. In case listeners were

not able to assess phonetic clarity independently of recording qual-

ity, however, the same listeners alsomade recording quality judgments

(scaled from 1 to 5) for each 40-s file in a separate task, based on a

2-s snippet that preceded one of the target-word instances and that

did not contain another instance of the target word. Before starting

this task, listenerswere explicitly instructed to “make [their] judgments

based only on the quality of the recording (e.g., mechanical noise, TV

drowning out speech), not on whether the snippet contains a complete

sentence” and were presented with three example snippets of good,

average, and bad recording quality from a separate corpus.

Because the Cartmill et al. (2013) audio data are protected and can

only be listened to by the original research team and their collabora-

tors, listeners were recruited from among our lab personnel. The only

change we made compared to our preregistration was to collect judg-

ments and transcriptions from seven listeners instead of five, reflecting

the slightly larger size of the lab at the time of measurement. None

of the judges was involved in extracting the audio samples from the

corpus, or had any knowledge of the vignettes’ HSP accuracy.

For each isolated word token, the listening task data provided

three measures of phonetic clarity: phonetic clarity rating (the average

of listeners’ clarity judgments), transcription accuracy (the proportion

of listeners who could correctly identify the word), and transcrip-

tion distance (the average phonological distance between listeners’

guesses and the word). As the metric for phonological distance, we

used normalized Levenshtein distance (number of phonemes changed

/ maximum possible changes), which ranges from 0 (identical) to 1 (no

phonemes in common).While not part of our preregistration, transcrip-

tion distance affords a more fine-grained measure than transcription

accuracy because it distinguishes between tokens that can be tran-
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TABLE 1 Results of a mixed effects logistic regressionmodel
predicting referential transparency (Human Simulation Paradigm
[HSP] accuracy) from phonetic clarity rating with random intercepts
for word and family.

Coefficient Beta SE p

Intercept −0.592 0.356 0.003*

Phonetic clarity rating 0.192 0.165 0.043*

Number of mentions 0.016 0.100 0.734

Position in utterance (final vs. medial) −0.107 0.413 0.663

Position in utterance (initial vs. medial) −0.151 0.677 0.857

Number of obs: 168. Groups: word (10), family (27). p-values calculated
using bootstrap resampling.

Group Variance

Word (intercept) 0.009

Family (intercept) 0

TABLE 2 Results of a mixed effects logistic regressionmodel
predicting referential transparency (Human Simulation Paradigm
[HSP] accuracy) from transcription accuracy with random intercepts
for word and family.

Coefficient Beta SE p

Intercept –0.601 0.359 0.001*

Transcription accuracy 0.462 0.495 0.106

Number of mentions 0.036 0.098 0.474

Position in utterance (final vs. medial) –0.098 0.417 0.678

Position in utterance (initial vs. medial) –0.088 0.672 0.974

Number of obs: 168. Groups: word (10), family (27). p-values calculated
using bootstrap resampling.

Group Variance

Word (intercept) 0.017

Family (intercept) 0

scribed fairly faithfully but not perfectly and tokens that cannot be

transcribed with any fidelity.

As described in our preregistration, we corrected these measures

for recording quality where necessary: When the raw phonetic clarity

measurements were significantly correlated with the average record-

ing quality judgments (which was the case for the phonetic clarity

rating and transcription accuracy), we applied a simple linear regres-

sion predicting phonetic clarity from recording quality and extracted

the residuals ([raw phonetic clarity measurement] - [expected value

given recording quality]) to use instead of the raw measurements in

subsequent analyses.

2.3 Other measures

In addition to our human measures of phonetic clarity, we also col-

lected a few automated measurements. These consisted of duration

(how long was the target word, corrected for its expected length given

TABLE 3 Results of a mixed effects logistic regressionmodel
predicting referential transparency (Human Simulation Paradigm
[HSP] accuracy) from transcription distance with random intercepts
for word and family.

Coefficient Beta SE p

Intercept –0.594 0.357 0.002*

Transcription distance –0.715 0.560 0.022*

Number of mentions 0.020 0.099 0.682

Position in utterance (final vs. medial) –0.113 0.415 0.645

Position in utterance (initial vs. medial) –0.103 0.673 0.943

Number of obs: 168. Groups: word (10), family (27). p-values calculated
using bootstrap resampling.

Group Variance

Word (intercept) 0.017

Family (intercept) 0

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
HSP accuracy (referential clarity)

D
en

si
ty

Phonetic clarity
rating

4th Qu.
3rd Qu.
2nd Qu.
1st Qu.

F IGURE 1 Distribution of Human Simulation Paradigm (HSP)
accuracy by phonetic clarity rating.When parents produced aword
less clearly (phonetic clarity rating in the 1st quartile, shown in purple),
the intended referent or meaning was usually hard to guess from the
visual scene alone (lowHSP accuracy, probability mass toward left
side of the plot). By contrast, the phonetically clearest instances
(phonetic clarity rating in the 4th quartile, shown in green) weremore
likely to have referents that were clear from the visual context (high
HSP accuracy, to the right side of the plot).

the phonemes in the word’s canonical pronunciation), mean pitch (cal-

culated using Praat, and centered and scaled for each talker), position in

utterance (computed from trained coders’ transcriptions), and number

of repetitionswithin the 40-second file.

3 RESULTS

For each of our three phonetic clarity measures, we asked how well

these measures predicted HSP accuracy, that is, whether clearer pro-

ductions in parents’ speecharemore likely to coincidewith transparent

references. Because HSP accuracy is a proportion, we used mixed

effects logistic regression models to predict HSP accuracy from pho-

netic clarity with random intercepts for word and family. Following
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TABLE 4 Results of a mixed effects logistic regressionmodel
predicting referential transparency (Human Simulation Paradigm
[HSP] accuracy) from the difference in phonetic clarity rating
(first—later mentions), with random intercepts for word and family.
There were 90 vignettes withmultiple mentions, excluding vignettes
in which the child or another speaker produced the target word.

Coefficient Beta SE p

Intercept –0.751 0.264 <.001*

Difference in phonetic clarity rating

(first - later mentions)

0.112 0.283 0.590

Phonetic clarity rating of first mention 0.378 0.271 0.069

Number of obs: 90. Groups: word (10), family (27). p-values calculated
using bootstrap resampling.

Group Variance

Word (intercept) 0

Family (intercept) 0

our preregistration, we also included fixed effects for number of rep-

etitions and position in utterance to test whether more repetitions

or privileged utterance positions were associated with higher HSP

accuracy, all else being equal, although neither of these variables was

ultimately significant. Tables 1–3 summarize the primary results. All

analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2019) and p-values were

calculated using the glmboot package (Humphrey, 2022) for bootstrap

resampling.

Using the phonetic clarity rating measure, we found that better

phonetic clarity of the first instance of the target word significantly

predictedhigherHSPaccuracy (Table1; Figure1). In otherwords,when

parents’ speech was especially clear (as measured from just the audio),

the referential semantics were more transparent (as measured from

just the video). Unsurprisingly, this relationshipwas not as strong using

the more coarse-grained measure of transcription accuracy (Table 2),

but using the more fine-grained transcription distance measure, we

found that smaller transcription distance (greater proximity of the

transcription of the first instance and the correct form) significantly

predicted higher HSP accuracy (Table 3).

These results suggest that rather than trading off across conversa-

tional events, phonetic and referential clarity tend to go together. Thus,

filtering out phonetically less clear productions might actually leave

children in a better position to learn a word’s meaning, allowing them

to home in onmultimodally transparent instances.

3.1 Clarity across the discourse

Since many of the vignettes we considered (106 out of 168) contained

multiple instances of the target word, we also examined how the aver-

age phonetic clarity and maximum phonetic clarity across repetitions

of the target word related to HSP accuracy. When considering judg-

ments of every instance of the target word in a vignette, rather than

only the first instance, the relationship to referential clarity was not,

or only marginally, significant (see Appendix, Tables S1–S6). This could

imply that first mentions are especially important, or that the phonetic

clarity of word repetitions is driven by a different process than the one

that usually causes phonetic clarity and referential clarity to align.

In addition, we used the vignettes with multiple mentions to inves-

tigate changes in clarity across the discourse. We focus on phonetic

clarity rating for simplicity. Figure 2 shows the clarity of first mention

compared to subsequent repetitions, excluding vignettes in which the

child or another speaker produced the target word. On average, we

found that thephonetic clarity of latermentionswas significantly lower
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F IGURE 2 Phonetic clarity across instances.
Panel A: Boxplots show the phonetic clarity rating
(corrected for recording quality) of first and later
mentions, withmore transparent boxplots
indicating fewer observations. Only vignettes
with at least twomentions of the target word,
excluding those in which the child or another
speaker produced the target word, were
considered. Panel B shows the same data split by
referential clarity (Human Simulation Paradigm
[HSP] accuracy above or below 50%). Later
mentions were usually less clear than first
mentions for both high and lowHSP accuracy
vignettes.
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than the phonetic clarity of first mentions (t(89) = 4.64, p < 0.001),

in line with previous work in this area (e.g., Fowler & Housum, 1987).

However, the difference in clarity between the first mention and the

later mentions was not predictive of HSP accuracy after controlling

for the clarity of the first mention (Table 4). Later mentions tended to

be less clear than first mentions regardless of referential transparency

(Figure 2 panel B).

3.2 Acoustic properties

To examine which acoustic properties might underlie our holistic

human measures of phonetic clarity, we conducted simple linear

regressions with phonetic clarity as the outcome, and duration and

mean pitch, each plausibly associated with hyperarticulation, as the

two predictors. As mentioned in the previous section, we corrected

duration for the expected length of the word given the phonemes in its

canonical pronunciation and the average length of those phonemes in

a separate corpus: duration = log (raw duration / sum [average dura-

tion of each phone in the infant-directed speech of several talkers]).

Mean pitch values were centered and scaled (divided by their stan-

dard deviation) within each talker.We found that duration significantly

predicted all three phonetic clarity measures—phonetic clarity rating

(β = 0.76, SE = 0.11, p < 0.001), transcription accuracy (β = 0.16,

SE= 0.04, p< 0.001), and transcription distance (β=−0.12, SE= 0.03,

p < 0.001)—in the expected direction. Mean pitch, on the other hand,

was not significantly related to transcription accuracy (β = 0.01,

SE = 0.02, p = 0.418) or transcription distance (β = −0.01, SE = 0.02,

p = 0.390), and only marginally predictive of phonetic clarity rat-

ing (β = 0.09, SE = 0.05, p = 0.077) after controlling for duration.

When duration was not held constant, the relationship between pitch

and phonetic clarity rating attained significance (β = 0.10, SE = 0.05,

p= 0.047), with higher pitch predicting higher phonetic clarity rating.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we investigated the relationship between phonetic

and referential clarity in infant-directed speech. Using an exist-

ing HSP corpus, we found that the phonetic clarity of first men-

tions (phonetic clarity rating or transcription distance) significantly

predicted the referential clarity of the scene (HSP accuracy, i.e.,

how easy it was to guess the referent from visual information

alone). Thus, clearer productions in parents’ speech were more

likely to coincide with transparent references. This suggests that

word learning could involve homing in on multimodally transparent

instances, in which both the speech and the meaning are especially

clear.

The fact that transcription distance predicted referential trans-

parency better than transcription accuracy did suggests that some

instances of words that are too hypoarticulated to be recognized reli-

ably, but are phonologically close, still participate in the association

between spoken clarity and referential transparency. It is not known

how infants interpret such situations. For example, if a parental real-

ization of a word contained an ambiguous sound (like “bear” with a

hard-to-categorize /b/), or could be interpreted as having a distinct

pronunciation (like “bear” as “vair”), what would the infant make of it?

Infants might be able to store an underspecified or gradient represen-

tation of the word (e.g., Vihman et al., 1994; Waterson, 1971), or, they

might probabilistically select a categorical representation (e.g., a seg-

mental representation of “bear”, of “vair”, or of “nair”) to store, with the

most frequently perceived form eventually winning out in the lexicon

(e.g., Ranbom&Connine, 2007).

It is worth considering how children would detect word-learning

gems in their speech environment. Previous work by Trueswell et al.

(2016) suggests that observers could use certain dynamic visuo-social

cues, such as the sudden appearance of an object, to identify rare

moments of referential clarity. Our results point to an additional possi-

bility. Since phonetic clarity predicts referential clarity, if infants were

to attend more to clearer speech, filtering out less-clear productions,

this filtering on the phonetics side would also leave them with a bet-

ter set of referential hypotheses. While it is certainly not the case

that all phonetically clear instances are multimodal gems, on aver-

age their referential clarity would be higher than in the unfiltered

input.

Eventually, of course, childrenmust learn tomake sense of less clear

pronunciations too. How might this happen? One possibility is that

children might take advantage of the kind of discourse/second men-

tion effects observed in this and previous studies, first recognizing

phonetically clear initial instances and then extending this lexical inter-

pretation to subsequent, less clear instances. Ultimately, this question

of when and how children come to understand less clear pronuncia-

tions is an empirical one, which will need to be answered by future

research.

One limitation of the present work is the size of the corpus we con-

sidered. Futureworkusing a largeror longitudinal corpus couldprovide

more insight into the generalizability of our findings or the nature of

this relationship over the course of development.

This study does not speak towhy phonetic and referential clarity are

related. It could be that this property of the input reflects intentional

teaching on the part of parents. This seems unlikely, though, because

parents as intentional teachers might also be expected to increase

their phonetic clarity when the intended referent is not transparent,

in compensation; and intentional teachers might not be expected to

hold off on phonetic emphasis after the first mention. As an alterna-

tive explanation, simultaneous phonetic highlighting and referential

transparency could emerge naturally in those parent-child conver-

sations that focus on a particular object as the key element of the

discourse.

Previous explorations of phonetic variability and of referential

transparency have rarely considered both elements together. The sig-

nificance of the present result depends to some degree on what

children can do with phonetically or referentially obscure instances

of words. If such instances are discarded or have minimal influence

in learning, a lack of coordination between phonetically and referen-

tially obscure instanceswould constrict the effective language learning
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dataset enormously, as the infant would have to rely on infrequent

chance cooccurrences of phonetic and referential clarity, or learn

words’ phonetic forms and words’ meanings from separate instances.

We see here that this is not the case: to the extent that our parent-child

dyads are representative, it appears that infants can count on some

coordination between phonetic and referential clarity. Thus, the pho-

netics of speech provide an additional cue to the availability of word

meanings.
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